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IOM supports over 300 families displaced by the avalanche in Mocoa, 
Colombia 

 

 

 

 

In support of the Government of Colombia, the International Organization for 

Migration (IOM) has deployed a team of experts to evaluate the needs of 

more than 300 families displaced by the floods. Local authorities have 

established 12 temporary shelters in this municipality located in the 

southwest of the country, which was severely affected by strong rains on 

March 31, which caused the Mocoa, Sangoyaco and Mulata Rivers to flood.  

 

The strong rains caused an avalanche, and the floods have left 306 dead, 

372 missing, and affected 28 neighborhoods. 

 

The situation in urban areas is a challenge. Due to the effects on the sewer 

http://us9.campaign-archive2.com/?e=&u=102fdf6e86cc0b3bfa5e88d34&id=a2a9f85a05


system, there is not potable water. The energy service is suspended in some 

municipalities in Putumayo. There are also reports that the hospital network 

has collapsed. Effects on the rural area are still uncertain.  
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IOM support for the peace process in Colombia 
 

 

 
 

 

 

'Schools for peace', a commitment to rural schools  

IOM, Unicef and the Compartir Foundation are 

promoting alliances to implement a work plan in 

rural schools in Colombia.  

 

The United Nations Children’s Fund (Unicef) and 

the International Organization for Migration (IOM) 

held a meeting in Compartir Foundation in Bogotá 

on March 13 in order to socialize the “Schools for 

peace” strategy with potential allies.  

 

This initiative has been underway in different regions of the country since 2016. For example, in Caquetá, four 

educational institutions in the rural area of San Vicente de Caguán participated in this strategy, and today have 

musical instruments, books, movies, puppets, and audiovisual tools that contribute to the process of redefining 

schools and educational communities as spaces for the construction of education and peace. In 2017, greater 

emphasis will be placed on rural schools in areas affected by the armed conflict. 
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The Victims Unit led the largest gathering of Colombian victims abroad in 

Quito, with the support of Sweden and the IOM  

 

http://www.oim.org.co/news/oim-apoya-m%C3%A1s-de-300-familias-desplazadas-causa-de-la-avalancha-en-mocoa-colombia
http://www.oim.org.co/news/escuelas-de-paz-una-apuesta-por-los-colegios-rurales


This is the first time a gathering of Colombian 

victims has been held abroad. The gathering was 

held in the framework of the Broad Process of 

Participation that resulted from the Agreement for 

the Termination of the Conflict, as a strategy to 

adapt the policy of comprehensive attention and 

reparation to the new reality of the post conflict. 

 

80 representatives of victims’ organizations abroad 

attending, including from Argentina, Belgium, 

Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Spain, United States, France, England, Mexico, Panama, Sweden and 

Venezuela.  

 

“The peace process opened some participation spaces that are stronger than those even included in the law, 

calling on victims abroad, non-organized victims, to victims’ defense organizations and social organizations” the 

director of the Victim’s Unit, Alan Jara, who attended the gathering, explained. 
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Representatives of the National Defense University of the United States learn 

about the Colombian reintegration policy  

During their visit to Colombia, students from the 

National Defense University (NDU) of the United 

States learned about the Colombian reintegration 

process for ex-combatants, and listened to 

testimony from some individuals who formed part of 

armed groups and who today are committed to 

peace building.  

 

In order to learn how the reintegration of those who 

left illegal armed groups worked, a group of 

students from the NDU of the Defense Department 

of the United States visited one of the offices of the Colombian Agency for Reintegration (ACR) in Bogotá.  
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IOM in the news 
 

 

 
 

 

http://www.oim.org.co/news/la-unidad-para-las-v%C3%ADctimas-lider%C3%B3-en-quito-el-m%C3%A1s-grande-encuentro-de-colombianos-v%C3%ADctimas-en
http://www.oim.org.co/news/representantes-de-la-universidad-nacional-de-defensa-de-estados-unidos-conocen-pol%C3%ADtica-de


The IOM sees a “historical opportunity” in the UN compact on migration  

 

The Global Compact on Migration that the UN 

hopes to adopt in 2018 would be a “historical 

opportunity” to improve peoples’ movements and 

protect the right of those who choose to live in a 

different country, the International Organization for 

Migration (IOM) stated today.  

 

The general director of the IOM, William Lacy 

Swing, stated that this agreement offers the 

possibility of “achieving a world in which migrants move of their free will, rather than of necessity” and which 

offers “safe, orderly, and regular routes” for migration. 
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Source: Caracol Radio, EFE 

 

 
 

 

 

Inclusion for Peace, a contribution to multiculturalism  

The “Inclusion for Peace” Program will promote the 

capacity of the government to respond to ethnic 

minority communities affected by the conflict, and 

increase the participation of ethnic minority 

communities in peacebuilding efforts. Additionally, 

economic opportunities, entrepreneurship, and 

labor market inclusion will be provided, and 

awareness and respect for ethnic diversity will 

increase.  

  

Neyla Yadira Amú, Chief of the Office for 

International Cooperation, and the International 

Organization for Migration (IOM), led by Claudia 

Cano and Hugo Tovar, announced the launch of the Inclusion for Peace Program, which will be implemented in 

the Cauca department, among others, and which was socialized together with communities, with the 

participation of the governor of Cauca, Óscar Rodrigo Campo Hurtado; representatives from la Escuela Taller; 

the University del Cauca; Amunorca; CRIC; ACIN and the Agency for Territorial Renovation.  
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Source: Proclama del Cauca 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Ministry of Labor and Chancellery hold workshops for returning 

Colombians   
 

http://caracol.com.co/radio/2017/04/18/internacional/1492542540_836211.html
http://www.proclamadelcauca.com/2017/04/inclusion-la-paz-aporte-la-multiculturalidad-caucana.html


In order to promote and monitor initiatives 

regarding returning to the labor market, the Ministry 

of Labor, the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and the 

International Organization for Migration (IOM) are 

carrying out a series of professional guidance 

workshops to entities and individuals who have 

returned to Colombia from abroad in the Antioquia, 

Atlántico, Cundinamarca, Santander and Valle del 

Cauca departments 

 

The first workshop was held in Medellín and was divided in two sessions: the first session sensitized regional 

officials about Law 1565 of 2012 (Return Law), which provides incentives for Colombians residing abroad to 

return to Colombia, and the Labor Guidance Route for the returning population. During the second workshop, 

those returning were given guidance regarding the employment route for this population, occupational guidance, 

and advice on their resumes and regarding interviews. 
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Source: Vanguardia 

 

 
 

 

 

Other news from Colombia 
 

 

 
 

 

 

During their day, victims recount their pain before Congress  

 

Every April 9, Congress pays tribute to those who 

have suffered the atrocities of war. Members of the 

military also attended.  

 

Congress opened its doors this Sunday to hear 

from those who have been affected by the armed 

conflict during the National Victims’ Day.  

 

This is the sixth year during which members of Congress listened to victims of the conflict during a day 

established by law. This Sunday families of members of the military who gave their lives spoke. 
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Source: El Tiempo.com 

 

 

 
 

 

http://bogota.extra.com.co/noticias/nacional/mintrabajo-y-cancilleria-adelantan-talleres-laborales-para-c-293644
http://www.eltiempo.com/politica/congreso/victimas-en-el-congreso-en-el-dia-de-las-victimas-del-conflicto-76644
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Opportunities for international migration in a context of peace in 

Colombia 

   

With a total population of 7 billion people, 1 out of every 7 people in the 

world is a migrant. Currently, it is estimated that there are 232 million 

international migrants (DESA – Department of Economic and Social 

Affairs, United Nations, 2013) and 740 million internal migrants (UNDP, 

2009). Human mobility is doubtless one of the greatest challenges 

governments face, both those that receive migrants, as well as those 

that send them. 
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